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Rapid SL

A Unique Offering
Actuation Plates for Dual Flush – Start/Stop
The universal discharge valve gives the user a choice between a single or dual flush. This flexibility is provided by a
clever pneumatic system which offers easy operation and very simple installation.
Grohe actuation plates are pleasantly small measuring only 6 1/8” by 7 3/4”.

GROHE EcoCare

Benefit from dual flush technology and
use up to 50% less water. Our dual
flush plates let the user decide how
much water to use to flush the toilet.
Pressing the large button will release
all 1.6 gallons (6 l) of water. Pressing
the Eco button, flushes with a reduced
0.8 gallons (3 l) reduced volume.

GROHE StarLight®Chrome
The high quality finish
provides a shining chrome
gloss with long lasting
brilliance and high
resistance.
GROHE EcoButton
Activation of the Eco button
releases a smaller quantity of
water, 0.8 g (3 l) and reduces
water consumption by more
than 50%.
GROHE EasyConnect
The actuation button is
connected to the AV1 flush
valve by a pneumatic hose.
The connection is straightforward and allows for simple
maintenance if required.

38 732
Skate Cosmopolitan
000, P00, SH0
(vertical or horizontal installation)
SD0 (vertical installation only)

38 776 SD0
Skate Cosmopolitan
(for horizontal installation only)

38 505
Skate Air
000, P00, SH0
(vertical installation only)

38 506
Skate Air
000, P00, SH0
(for horizontal installation only)

GROHE America, Inc.
Tel. 1.800.44.GROHE (47643)
info@groheamerica.com
www.groheamerica.com
38 765
Nova Cosmopolitan
000, P00, SH0
(vertical or horizontal installation)
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GROHE
Rapid SL

GROHE Canada, Inc.
Tel. 1.888.64.GROHE (47643)
info@grohe.ca
www.grohe.ca

38 861
Surf
000, P00, SH0
(vertical or horizontal installation)

AV1 Dual Flush System
with GROHE Whisper® Technology

Finish Guide:
000 = GROHE StarLight® Chrome
P00 = Matte Chrome
SD0 = GROHE RealSteel®Stainless Steel
SH0 = Alpine White

N EW

Quick and easy installation
Created by professionals for professionals
38 862
Skate
000, P00, SH0
(vertical or horizontal installation)

38 771 000
Eau2
Dual Flush Air Button
(for remote actuation)

43 553 000
Surf
Cover Plate
(for use with 38 771)
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Rapid SL Flushing System

Rapid SL

Designed for easy installation of wall hung toilets

Simple and quick installation for professionals

The GROHE Rapid SL offers the complete solution to a wall hung toilet. Just choose a toilet bowl according to your
personal taste and bring the design and comfort of your bathroom to a new level.

Quick and simple Installation
GROHE provides all the necessary components to
mount a wall hung toilet including a detailed
instruction manual. All required adjustments of
the frame can be done at the front of the carrier to
accommodate accessibility needs. Automatic frame
fixation allows installation by one person. Thanks to
GROHE QuickFix, it takes an average of 30 minutes
for one person to mount the frame and make all the
necessary connections. No tools are required to
make the connections. The pneumatic flush actuation
button is constructed to be error proof.
Robust and reliable
Grohe Safety provides the utmost level of security.
A certified load bearing capacity and stability of the
carrier has been confirmed at 880 lb (400 kg).

Low noise level
Since the Rapid SL is a concealed system, noise
is considerably decreased in comparison to a
traditional toilet. In addition, Grohe Whisper®
technology provides low-noise fittings and the
pneumatic actuator further reduces noise.

GROHE Whisper®

No annoying noise thanks to the low-noise fittings
and an actuator plate which uses a pneumatic button

GROHE QuickFix

Ease of use
Pushing the actuation button is virtually effortless.

Timesaving installation which allows easy height
adjustment of the bowl rim which can vary from
15 3/4” to 19 11/16” (400mm - 500mm) from the
finished floor. The large access panel allows easy
access to the fill and discharge valve.

Hygiene and comfort
A traditional toilet can make cleaning difficult.
A wall hung toilet mounted to a Rapid SL carrier does
not touch the floor. It‘s a more hygienic solution and
cleaning becomes easy, fast, and effective.

GROHE VarioPort

The water supply can be provided through four
possible entry points: left, right, top or rear allowing
the installer greater flexibility.

Flexible placement
Rapid SL can be mounted in front of solid walls,
inside or in front of studded or freestanding walls.
This allows the freedom for multiple design layouts
and the most effective use of bathroom space.

GROHE ToolFree

No tools required for the installation of the water
supply in the flushing cistern.

Simple maintenance
If any maintenance is required, the actuation plate
is easily removed exposing the internal components.
The opening behind the plate is large enough to allow
direct access to the flush and discharge valve which
are constructed so that they can be easily removed
for any necessary maintenance.

GROHE Safety

Certified load bearing capacity of 880 lb (440 kg) for
wall hung toilets mounted on the Rapid SL.

GROHE SpareFlush

38 749 001 – For wall hung toilets

38 553 001 – For Bidets

The dual flush actuator enables the user to conserve
water. The unit can provide either 0.8 gallons (3 l) or
1.6 gallons (6 l) of water.
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